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Aircon Rentals is Australia's leader in temporary air and power solutions. With over 40 

years of experience, this family owned and run business offers national outreach and 

one of the largest selections of equipment for hire. Aircon Rentals operates throughout 

Australia ensuring high level, continuous service with unique cutting edge technology 

that keeps them ahead of the competition. With the largest fleet of purpose built 

equipment, Aircon Rentals delivers top quality service to the largest and most 

challenging of clients.

With large projects and buildings requiring temporary air conditioning support, Aircon 

Rentals must know the site details and the customer needs down to the letter. With 

little margin for error, Aircon Rentals success relies on knowing their customer, knowing 

their business and making sure large files and information flow easily between job sites, 

customers and their offices.

Making certain that contractors, customers and on site trades have access to the right 

plans for the right project, available to them at any time, helps Aircon Rentals stay on 

top of their game.

How does Aircon Rentals manage all of these massive files with speed and efficiency? 

With FileCloud.

Keeping Cool
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As industry leads across Australia, Aircon Rentals has job sites and projects 

running all across the country. With so many large projects on the go at any 

given time, the key to Aircon Rentals’ success is making site plans, blue prints 

and project documents quickly and easily available and accessible. To ensure this 

happens, an efficient, easy to use file sharing system is a vital step to ensuring 

that Aircon Rentals stay on top. Efficiently equipping everyone with the 

necessary documentation was becoming difficult when site workers had to step 

away from the project to go to the office to pick up plans.

Efficiency of site plan sharing across the large number of active sites, combined 

with the need to provide access to inspectors, customers and government 

regulators, meant that a robust file sharing system with highly customizable 

permissions was vital and help drive successful and on time projects.

What Aircon Rentals needed was a file sharing system that was simple to 

organize, easy for users of all technical levels to use, and could store a large 

number of sizable files with customizable permissions for each client and job 

site. The system needed to be easy enough for anyone to use. Their focus on 

delivering great projects on time and on budget required that Aircon Rentals 

kept pushing the limits of excellence and efficiency.

What they needed was to find a new solution, and soon. With its intuitive user 

interface, customizable permissions and speed when sharing large files, 

FileCloud stood out as the cool choice.

Blueprints, Job Sites and File Sharing

It was clear to Aircon Rentals that they needed to find a new file sharing solution. 

They needed something that was robust but easy to use. They were looking for a 

solution that provided:

• Support for large files

• Fast and easy sharing for all user levels

• Easy permission settings to cover different job sites

Aircon Rentals: Large Files, Easy Sharing
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Aircon Rentals sought a file sharing solution that would deliver on their needs to 

share large files across many different job sites that was easy for all users. In 

searching for the right solution, Aircon Rentals looked at many of the large players 

but were quick to find the other solutions were either too difficult to use, too slow 

to deal with large files or prohibitively expensive. After testing FileCloud using their 

14 day free trial, Aircon Rentals quickly realized the solution was going to be the 

best fit for them and the best choice to keep them moving forward. .

Once they knew what they were looking for and made the decision to go with 

FileCloud, the transition was quick and easy. With FileCloud’s best in class customer 

support, Aircon Rentals were up and using their new system almost immediately. 

Once the transition was done, Aircon Rentals was free to focus on delivering the 

best temporary air conditioning services and keeping Australians cool. 

Making it Happen with FileCloud
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Try FileCloud Now

FileCloud’s extensive functionality, ease of use, affordability, and world-class 

support make it the solution for file share, sync, and mobile access already 

adopted by enterprises and organizations around the world. You too can benefit 

from FileCloud and its industry-leading quality and performance today! Contact 

us at FileCloud now and take advantage of our free 14-day trial to see what 

FileCloud can do for your business.

LINK: https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register
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To compete in today’s fast-paced market, companies need to get business 

done without being slowed down by IT challenges. CodeLathe understands 

this. CodeLathe’s FileCloud software is a solution focused on enterprise file 

sharing that is just as helpful to business practices as it is to IT requirements.

• Integration with existing resources helps lower business operating costs 

• Extensive feature-set and ease of use helps increase user productivity

• Support for an ever-increasing reliance on a mobile workforce keeps you 

competitive.

FileCloud offers an Enterprise File Sharing and Sync (EFSS) solution that 

enables you to realize the benefits of collaboration and productivity with 

the security you require to protect your Intellectual Property anywhere it 

goes in the course of doing business.

FileCloud is used by 1000s of 

customers around the world 

including Global 2000 

enterprises, government 

organizations, educational 

institutions, and managed 

service providers.
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Summary

To read more about how FileCloud can help keep 

your information secure as it is shared, visit 

www.getfilecloud.com/enterprise-file-sharing

“We liked FileCloud’s pricing, 

comprehensive feature set 

(branding, encryption) and the 

responsive support”

Stewart
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